G45 Card Kit

2022 Vol. 3: Let it Bee

Let it Bee — Busy Bees ATC - Card Set

Designed by ~ Nancy Wethington
Graphic 45® Supplies:

1 ea Let it Bee 8x8 Paper Pack
1 pk G45 Staples Photogenic Black Trim
1 pk G45 Staples Artist Trading Tags
1 pk 5” x 7” Cards & Envelopes—Black

(4502375)
(4502292)
(4500980)
(ADP57-6.127G45)

Additional Supplies, Tools, Adhesives & Ink:

Paper trimmer, detail scissors, ruler, scoring tool, bone folder,
various adhesives, foam adhesive, Opt: stamp edge scissors
corner rounder; black paint with applicator

Notes:

• For a fun, detailed video tutorial, visit our YouTube page!

— Busy Bees ATC - Card Set—
Directions:

• Measurements are width x height unless specified.
• Optional: Distress paper edges with ink before adhering.
• The following instructions are for three cards. Use the
remaining supplies provided in your kit to create three
additional cards by following the steps using other papers!

• Cutting Six Cards:
1. For four cards: Hold the card vertically, open the card and on the
card front, measure & mark a horizontal pencil line that is 2½” from the
top. Mark a second horizontal line that is 3” from the bottom. Using a
ruler and kraft knife, cut along both pencil lines to the card fold, as well
as the card fold between the two lines.
2. For two cards: Hold the card horizontally, open the card and
on the card front, measure and mark a horizontal pencil line
that is 1¾” from the top fold and 1¾” from the bottom.
Cut out that center section and save it for later use.
Card #1: Vertical Card with Tag
1. Cut a piece of Let It Bee B-side 4¾” x 6¾”. Adhere to the inside right panel. From Love
and Bee Loved, cut two pieces, one 4¾ x 2¼” and one
4¾” x 2¾”. Adhere to the two front card panels.
2. For the inside of the card, cut a piece of Let It Bee
4¾” x 2¼” and a second piece 4¾” x 2¾” Adhere to the
inside left panels.
3. Fussy cut around the Let It Bee flower. Adhere to a
black tag. Cut a Let It Bee flower center and pop-up onto
the first flower. Glue the tag to the front, securing the
top and bottom panels together. Add a bow to the top of
the tag, a bee hive to the bow center and pop up a fussy
cut bee to the hive. Fussy cut around another flower
from the Let It Bee paper and adhere to the inside tag.
4. Adhere a second tag to the inside right bottom, add a
ribbon and a piece of Just Bee-Cause B-side 2¾” x 2¼” to the tag.
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Card #2: Vertical Card with Tag
1. Cut a piece of Just Bee-Cause B-side 4¾” x 6¾”. Adhere to the inside panel of the card.
2. From Life Is Bee-u-tiful, cut a piece 4¾” x 2¼” and a second piece 4¾” x 2¾” and adhere
to the front panels.
3. For the inside of the card, cut a piece of Just
Bee-cause 4¾” x 2¼” and a second piece 4¾” x 2¾”
Adhere to the inside left panels.
4. Cut around the stamp image on Busy Bee.
Using a second piece of Busy Bee, cut around the
stamp itself and pop-up onto the first image. Place
a ribbon around the tag and adhere the popped
image to the center of the tag.
5. Cut out the “Hello Sunshine” tag from the Busy
Bee paper and adhere to a horizontal tag. Place the
horizontal tag with ribbon to the inside of the card.
Card #3: Horizontal Card with Tag
1. Cut out the black stamp strip at the bottom
of Let It Bee, including fussy cutting around the
flower. Trim at the flower side to a 7” width.
2. Cut a piece of Life Is Bee-u-tiful 6¾” x 1½”.
Adhere to the front top panel.
3. To secure the top panel to the bottom panel,
add a tag to the right side top panel of the card.
Adhere the bottom of the tag to the 1¾” black
cardstock piece. Then adhere the last cardstock
piece to the top of the 1¾” piece.
4. To the tag add the Queen Bee stamp. Cut a
second Queen Bee stamp (black only and popup onto the first stamp). Add the stamp strip cut in #1 above to the bottom front panel.
5. From Bee My Honey cut a piece that is 6¾” x 4¾”. Adhere to the inside bottom panel. “Add a Life Is Beautiful” tag.
6. Cut two strips from Bee My Honey B-side each 6¾” x 1½”. Adhere to the inside top panels. Cut out a “Let It Bee”
tag and adhere to the inside black tag.
You can complete an additional three cards following the
same steps using other paper from the collection!
• Find details on the G45 YouTube channel •
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